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SAMUEL J-ACKSON MANUFACTURING CORP.

l Preserves Staple Length

 Positively Eliminates Static

l Increases Ginning Capacity

l Produces Higher-Strength
Yarn For The Spinner

 Improves Lint Cleaner Operation

l Improves Turnout

Makes BETTER GINNED COTTON
Your Salesman

. . .The Essential Part
of the Moisture System
The HU-45 Humidaire Unit is needed in all variations
of the Samuel Jackson Moisture System whether
the moisture content of the cotton is to be raised
in conditioning hoppers. in the moisture
conditioner. in the extractor feeders. .or
in the lint flue.

Its function is to generate and supply warm humid
air where it is needed. This system of imparting
moisture to cotton is the only practical method to
use in cotton gins. The warm air from the HU-45
carries a large amount of water vapor in a form
quickly and uniformly absorbed by cotton fibers.

A S T ,   M O I S T U R E  R E S T O R A T I O N



How The Humidaire Unit Works
The  Humidaire Unit produces warm humid air by heating

the air then passing it through a water spray air washer. This is the
basic principle originated by Samuel Jackson in 1955, and is still the
only practical way to obtain a large volume of air at high relative
humidity and high temperature.

Air enters the  through the rotating self-cleaning air
screen. (The screen constantly rotates beneath a suction arm which
cleans it of accumulated lint.)

The air passes through the burner section where it is heated
to about 600 F (315  at full throttle. Standard burner size is 2
million  hr (500,000  The gas burner operates on
either natural gas or  petroleum gas. A kerosene-fired burner
of the same physical sire will be available in late 1965.

The hot air enters the spray chamber where it is washed by a
large volume of sprayed water. The water is continuously recirculated
through the spray nozzles by a 2 HP pump.  of the heat in
the air is used to vaporize a portion of the sprayed water. This
brings the temperature down to about 140 F (60  and the relative
humidity up to  90%.

The air leaves the spray chamber through rig-zag mist eliminator
 These pass only humid air and  the water droplets in

the spray chamber. Each blade of the eliminator can be quickly
removed for inspection and cleaning. There is an access hatch in
the top of  spray chamber.

The external fan which pulls air through the HU-45 blows it
to the point where it is mixed with the seed cotton. Humid air can
be applied in the Jackson Conditioning Hoppers, which are installed
beneath the conveyor distributor above each feeder; in the Jackson
Moving-Bed Moisture Conditioner, which can be installed anywhere
in the gin building; in the feeders themselves; or  blown into
the  Rue to help the performance of a battery lint cleaner.

A  valve in the water tank admits  to  that
which is evaporated.

Two channel legs are provided which may be used to run pipes
and electrical conduits under the base of the  when it is
installed in an existing gin plant.

The HU-45 is usually regulated from a remote manual control
station which has switches and indicator lights for the burner and
pump and a dial to turn the burner up or down. Turning the burner
up when the pump is on vaporizes more water and results in higher
cotton moisture content. Doing the same with the pump  results

 drying the cotton.

A special export variation of the HU-45 is available which
has simplified manual controls located on the Humidaire Unit.

The  can  be regulated by the AC-48 Automatic
Control. This control senses the moisture content of the cotton being
humidified by measuring the humidity of the air which has passed
through the cotton. It  the burner up or down to maintain the
desired moisture content.

The HU-45 burner may be operated  the pump  to dry
the cotton. Ordinarily, the HU-45 is  to humidify every bale of
cotton ginned. The best moisture content for precleaning seed cotton
is much lower than the best moisture content for ginning it.

The HU-45 Humidaire Unit is covered by the standard Samuel
Jackson Warranty.



GENERAL 

SAMUEL JACKSON MOISTURE SYSTEM

 many variations to the Samuel Jackson Moisture
Different gins have different problems which

are solved by applying moisture to cotton in different
ways. Each application consists basically of a 
unit to generate warm humid air and a device to expose
the cotton to the humid air. We will briefly describe
the two basic Humidaire units and several of the devices
or points of application of the air. More detailed
information is available upon request.

 UNITS

The HU-6D-1066 Gas-Fired Humidaire Unit is used wherever
natural gas. propane or butane can be  ob-
tained. Since its modulating gas burner burns directly
in the air stream ahead of the water spray chamber,
it can be used not only to humidify, but tan be used
to dry  if the recirculating water pump is turned
off. This is the less expensive of the two Humidaire
units available.

The HU-60-1065 Oil-Fired Humidaire Unit burns either diesel
oil, kerosene (gas-oil), or jet aircraft fuel. The fuel is
burned inside a stainless steel combustion chamber, which
is located inside the water spray chamber and is cooled
by the water spray. If the fuel used has a significant
amount of sulfur, the gaseous  of combustion must
be vented to the outside of the building. If low-sulfur
fuel is used, a recirculation duct, furnished with the unit
can mix the  of combustion with the incoming air
stream thus utilizing all of the heat energy of the fuel.
This will reduce the fuel consumption by about one-half or
allow increased humid air output. This must never be 
with high-sulfur fuel as the sulfur oxides will form sulfu-
ric acid in the water and seriously damage the machine.

Since combustion takes place in the separate chamber. the
HU-60-1065 cannot be used to heat the air stream  dry-
ing purposes.   only for humidification.

LINT  

The most popular application device is the LSG-1070
Lint Slide Grid It is a relatively new method
of restoring moisture. The batt of cotton passes over the
grid on its way from the battery condenser to the press
box. and humid air is blown upward through the grid and
through the cotton, adding moisture to it. This air may
then escape into the atmosphere of the gin building.

A recent improvement is to cover the lint slide with 
hood arrangement to collect the used humid air and lint
fly and return-it to the lint flue rising to the battery
condenser. No fan is used for this, only the vacuum on
the lint flue. This method keeps the gin plant cleaner,
and uses the humid air 

Adding moisture in this manner reduces strain on the tram-
per and press, eliminates problems with broken straps 
bale ties and brings the moisture content of the 
up to between six and eight per cent. The weight added is
typically 7 kilos (15 pounds) per bale. The moisture also
causes the cotton fibers to straighten SO the  will
usually  it  longer than otherwise. For 
reason, if an automatic  is used, a  diameter

  pipe of  air should be  into 
pipe taking cotton to the sampler. This will make the 
ple  of the baled    if 
pling knives on the press platens are used in 
with a bale-bagging  this sample  be representa-
tive in  content.

CONDENSER AIR SWITCH GONTROL

This device is used with the lint slide grid to switch
the Humidaire unit from producing humid air to warm,
dry air when no cotton is coming from the battery conden-
ser. It does this by sensing the difference between air
pressures in the condenser riser and inside the condenser
drum.

CONDITIONING HOPPERS

Humid air is often applied to seed cotton in Jackson
Conditioning  which are installed between the
conveyor distributor and the feeders over the gin stands.
These conditioning hoppers retain the cotton  per-
forated screens while humid air is blown through. With such
long exposure time, it is possible to raise the moisture
content  the  level of 6 to 8% for optimum
ginning. This high lrvel of moisture content is necessary
to preserve the  length and spinning qualities of the
cotton. Usually, only those gins which maintain close liai-
son with the spinning mills will  financially rewarded
for this. Other gins in dry areas use conditioning hoppers
to kill static electricity so thoroughtly that it will flow
smoothly down the feeder aprons, through the lint cleaners
and  the battery condenser without any problems.

Jackson Conditioning Hoppers have recently been improved
in several ways. They are now made in sizes to replace the
existing change-bale hoppers in modern gin plants without
raising the conveyor distributor. No suction manifold or
fan is now necessary. The used humid air is made to follow
the cotton down into the feeder. An air-operated valve now
stops the flow of humid air into the hopper when the feeder
below stops operating.

TOWER DRYERS

In many parts of the American Southwest, climatic condi-
tions are  so dry that static electricity holds
the dirt and trash in the cotton so strongly that it cannot
be removed in the Under such conditions, some
gins have found  advantageous to apply humid air in the
last tower dryers. Wfth this method, the static is killed
so the last cleaners can function, and all of the cotton
receives uniform exposure to the humid air.

With each final tower dryer, a gas-fired Humidaire Unit 
used instead of a conventional burner, and supplies all of
the air for its tower dryer. The Humfdaire unit functions
as  burner when  pump is turned off. While the
burner capacity of the gas-fired  is normally set at
   when it leaves the factory, it  simple
to change it to a  million  burner by changing the
burner orifice dfse. In tower dryer applications, the

 Automatic bntrel is used. It maintains a constant
temperature in the tower when drying cotton and a constant
relative humidity when humidifying.

CONVEYOR 

In gins which have static electricity problems only 
 humid air can be introduced with the seed cotton

 the conveyor distributor and allowed to escape at the
 end, The Humidaire unit for the lint slide grid

  used for both purposes. This method does not
add   and what it does add is not uniform;

 in   it has  an economical ans-
wer to the static problem.



For  precleaning, seed (cotton  be  to 
   Efficient  with the  

raised in the extractor feeders,  Jackson 
 or in the      to warm,

humid 

The  unit is used to  the   of warm, humid
air needed to humidify the  cotton  before it is ginned.

the switch on the remote control box to

condensation of moisture from the

Turn the    to    should turn

This will cause the burner to put out more  and evaporate  water.
 in emergency, the Humidaire unit is being used with its water 

off to dry seed cotton,  of  is opposite. In this 
turning up the burner ore  from *the seed cotton as
     hotter,
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  II--   should  noticed in the air pipes,

by operating with air  too high   

 the  unit  be  by varying the  pressure 

 the    reduced For 
 of operation, the        should

be as high as possible  causing  condensation, The
water pressure should   be in     periods.

Since reducing t h e         i n c r e a s e s

flow of air is  at  

Two large perrnanent magnets  installed between the  and the

been found in many instances that  causes the minerals to 
 as a loose  deposit in the bottom of the water tank

instead  adhering; to the in-t  parts of   unit.
Their  will. sometimes permit the reduction or even the

 3 1          so 
 coincide with the   water 



GAS SUPPLY: The gas  is us     output
of the The gas pressure on  burner is    low-range
pressure gauge to the right of the main gas  the
operating at  throttle,  pressure ,

   
Greater or less pressure may be desired depending  the air flow
through the  unit,

 liquefied petroleum gas   is  make sure that
the gas line does not become      
an indication that liquid  is reaching the  unit,  is
wasteful and dangerous,  that the  at he  tank is not
working properly.

CHECK DRAFT SWITCH: The operation of the draft switch, located in the
throat of the burner section, should be  periodically, Make
sure that no Pint or dirt impedes its free  the 
unit is not  with the draft switch should

Humidaire unit while the fan is running to  sure that the draft
switch is functioning 

ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY:- -p After electric wiring changes have been made
in the plant, it is wise to check to see that the   is
still supplied with power of the proper voltage, an that the pump
still rotates in the proper direction.
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Trouble-free     
maintenance recommendations are provided for  reference.

WATER  SCREEN: Two water screens   with.  unit.
use only one  time* When screen in use gets   it
with the other and clean the dirty one at a convenient time,

 usually easier to  when they are dry,
inspect this screen daily and 
dirt and  the operation of' the
the spray nozzles.

WATER BLEED-OFF LINE: This

1s 1s 
(See Operation and Adjustment).
bleed-off line daily to see

be kept free

cumulation of sediment.

Any accumulation  dirt, lint or scale should be  
They may be  for this purpose.

WATER SPRAY  Nozzles  be    see that

Then clean and replace 

AIR INLET This screen must be kept    
will reduce  flow and can cause the  switch to turn 
the unit. Reduced air flow may also cause   damage
to flame control wires or components.

SPARK PLUG: Inspect weekly     b e   
 Electrodes and insulator should be reasonably 

 Inspect weekly-  a  of time,  portion
of the  which is in the flame will accumulate  
which insulates it electrically from the flame  prevents proper
operation. This coating which  not be  seen, should be
scraped off periodically. The insulator should be kept free from
any  of lint, scale, or soot as this can  operation
of the burner.  not use acids car alkalies  clean the insulator,
as these can make it conductive.
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The relay contacts must be kept clean. Keep the cover
on the Protectorelay to exclude dirt, If the relay contacts appear to
be dirty, draw a piece of hard surface paper between them while holding
them Do not use a  or anything that might scratch the
contact surfaces. Never use oil on any part of the Protectorelay. The
vacuum tube should be replaced annually. When replacing cover on 
tectorelay, do not tighten cover screw more th Otherwise,
distortion  damage to contact assembly  result, More detailed
information on the Protectsrelay will be found elsewhere in this manual.

WATER PUMP: Check to see  pump rotates freely by turning flexible
coupling by hand. On  motor-pump units, remove plug at
rear motor bearing and turn with screw driver. If  is leaking at
shaft, see instructions for  of pump shaft seal given else-
where in this manual.

FREEZING WEATHER: The water pump and water tank should be drained
when the  shut down during freezing 
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 the  unit in   specified
drawings.

applied to joints, id air to the con-

Interrupting

GAS SUPPLY: Connect to the f fuel gas in   She
requirements  your fuel supplier,  sizes
are given in Drawing     
is as follows:

Usual   be half 
(propane or butane) will a vise  %he    vaporizer,

ELECTRICAL     disconnect switch at

 diagram supplied in the m

Locate remote  box in place    
 to  with wire and     

units can be  remotely  this  units can be
turned on and  and have supervision of the burner and pump at this box,
but must be throttled at the  
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W A T E R  P U M P

I N S P E C T I O N   R E P L A C I N G  S H A F T  S E A L

DISASSEMBLYI

1. Remove four bolts (A) using  short end wrench 
The pump casing (B) can usually be left connected to
the pipes. Pry casing (B) from adapter (C). At this
point, inspection and cleaning (steps 6-9) can be r  r nr are necessary to replace  seal.

2. Hold pump impeller (D) and remove impeller nut (E)
using  socket wrench. Take care not to lose the

  

3. Hold shaft from rotating by means of slot in motor
end of shaft, and UNSCREW impeller from shaft.
DO NOT USE A WHEELPULLER ON IMPELLER.

4. Remove rotating portion (G) of shaft seal from shaft

5. Remove stationary portion (H) of shaft seal from
adapter. Removal will usually destroy it, so never
remove it unless you have a replacement available.

   

6. Make sure internal passages of impeller (D) are
not clogged.

7. Make sure close-fitting surfaces (J) of impeller
and casing are clean so impeller will not be jammed.

8. If steps 2 to 4 have been performed, inspect mat-
ing surfaces of shaft seal. If they are not flat and
smooth, replace the seal.

If body gasket  has been damaged, replace it.

REPLACING SHAFT SEAL

10. Thoroughly clean shaft and recess for stationary
portion  of seal.

11. Apply grease to shaft, to recess and to outside
rubber part o-f stationary portion of seal.

 
 I  portion  recess with smooth

ceramic surface out and rubber part in.
into place with fingers.

Press firmly
DO NOT SCRATCH SEALING SURFACE.

13. Install rotating portion (G) of seal on shaft
with smooth carbon sealing face next to stationary
portion.

REASSEMBLY 

14. Replace impeller (D), lockwasher (F) and impeller
nut (E). Tighten securely.

15. Bolt adapter and casing together using new gasket
if necessary.

16. Using stub screwdriver in slotted motor end of
shaft, make sure shaft turns freely before applying
power to motor.

17. If it was necessary to disconnect electrical
check rotation and motor current.

Comp le te Water Pump Assembly

D
E

K
L

 

H

Impeller
Impeller Nut
Impeller lockwasher
Shaft seal
Body Gasket
Complete Motor Assemb

*Now 13920 for  with TEFC motor 4  4
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11314 TWO-POSITION
VALVE ACTUATOR ASSEMBLY
INTERNAL POTENTIOMETER
ASSEMBLY FOR MODULATION
NO LONGER AVAILABLE.

SAMUEL JACKSON MFG. CORP.

ASSEMBLY,
VALVE. M-H 5 0 3 4 A .

 

   low-fire  valve



 

 



 F lame Electrode W i r e ,
II 159 Spark Plug Wire,
II  Wire Holder ,
N o t  S h o w n .

1 0 6 4 6  O r i f i c e  B r a c k e t

G a s  J e t :
11082  or ,

 or ,

Note: When order ing Gas Jet ,  g ive Part  Number,  Fuel ,  and Pressure.---

G i v e  S e r i a l  N u m b e r  of y o u r  m a c h i n e  w h e n  o r d e r i n g  p a r t s ,

Note  A -- Flame rod must not contact burner shell.

 B U R N E R ,  W I T H  G A S  J E T ,  S P A R K  P L U G ,  F L A M E  R O D
ASSEMBLY, AND ADJUSTABLE AIR INTAKE ORIFICE
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   of    O r d e r i n g  

 S P R A Y  H E A D E R  
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